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1st
Amendment: "It's crap."

How a flippin 1 little rag scared the barnacles 
off the marooned Admirals in the Pentagon

By Roger Priest, U. S. Navy

The steamy heat of the hot July day was being felt by the 102 members of the Navy's Ceremonial 
Guard as they assembled themselves for riot duty. Armed with M-l rifles, two clips of live ammo, 
bayonet, gas masks and the determination to put down with whatever force necessary any riot or 
insurrection that might take place; the Navy thought itself prepared to launch the pre-trial investi 
gation into the "facts" surrounding the publication of the first anti-war newspaper to appear in the 
Navy's long and often inglorious history.

So began the U. S. Navy's efforts to "silence" Roger Priest, editor of OM, and to crank up the 
legal machinery necessary to put the lad away behind the bars of military injustice; thus stemming 
the strident criticism against the Vietnam war and the ways of military "discipline" voiced in his 
monthly publication.

The Navy made careful preparation for the two hairy hippies, three young girls, two assistants 
for the defense, a couple of oldsters and reporters from the New York Times, Washington Post 
and Evening Star who showed up for the pre-trial at the U. S, Naval Station in Washington, D. C. 
Held in reserve was a company of Marines in full riot dress.

What the Navy was not prepared for on that July 22 day was the revelations made concerning 
the methods used by the Navy's own investigative apparatus in building a case against Seaman 
Priest. Testimony was given at the pre-trial to the fact that 25 agents from the Naval Investigative 
Services Office (ONI) were assigned to follow and harass the Texas sailor. It was also learned 
then that the District of Columbia Department of Sanitation had cooperated with the ONI by provid 
ing a truck for a special pickup of trash outside the apartment building where Priest lives.

When these facts were submitted to a more candid world than customarily resides in the laby 
rinthine Pentagon, all hell broke loose. Mayor Walter Washington called for a "full and complete 
investigation. " ONI was called on the carpet; and has since fallen back to its old task of planting 
informers. After all, political intelligence involves more in the way of intelligence than the ONI 
sleuths were able to muster.

The two-day investigation itself was just a formality to get on with what the Navy Brass really 
had on their minds; namely to find guilty and prove guilty and sentence Priest by General Court- 
Martial for daring to defy the ancient tradition that those of higher rank know what is best for 
those of lower rank; so those of lower rank should shut up and be quiet about what those of higher 
rank cause to be done to those of lower rank.

The spectators to this charade of military (in)justice were presented with Cmdr. Norman Mills, 
a Navy aviator with no legal experience, conducting the hearing and charged with making the 
recommendation on how best to proceed with the task of putting Priest in prison without creating 
too much criticism from Congress and the public. The spectators watched as Cmdr. Mills asked 
Lt. Thomas J. Donegan, the Navy prosecutor, time and time again in helpless amazement at the 
intricacy of military (injustice as to the rules of evidence, how to proceed and how to rule on 
the questions raised by the defense. 2



Justice? Bullshit^ Priest knew all along that it was to be nothing more than an elaborate ritual, 
very similiar to a Star Chamber proceeding in which the guilty are to be proven guilty; so that they 
might be done away with in the least amount of time and with the least amount of effort. Priest 
knew only too well that he was going to have to face that grand and glorious and over glorified 
kangaroo court; otherwise known as the General Court-Martial.

Priest was not too horribly surprised when on August 28 it was announced that Priest, the journal 
ist seaman apprentice from Houston, the 25-year-old sailor who hated war and the conditions that 
made it possible; who with the aid of half of his base pay of $110.40 had singlehanded caused the 
Brass on Capital Hill, in the Navy and in the FBI much consternation, and not just a little expense 
of public monies; had conceived of and printed on a beat-up, broken-down offset press the flagrant 
ly anti-war, often anti-military tut even more often pro-humanity, life-affirming publication known 
variously as OM--The Servicemen's Newsletter and OM--The Liberation Newsletter.

Priest's journalistic efforts had not 
gone unnoticed by those officials who 
have it as their desire and duty to inter 
fere with what goes on in the hearts and 
minds of the people for whom they so 
graciously serve. Priest would now be 
tried by General Court-Martial to con 
vene on or about November 4 on charges 
that "Priest solicited members of the 
military to desert and commit sedition 
and that he published statements urging 
insubordination, disloyalty and refusal 
of duty by members of the military and 
naval forces with intent to impair loyal- 
ity, morale and discipline," as well as 
publishing statements with "design to 
promote disloyalty and disaffection 
among members of the Armed Forces 
of the United States and which contained 
statements disloyal to the United States."

The combined charges, added together for maximum possible punishment, building up up and 
away with the insanity represented behind those charges, came to a Grand Total of 39 years and 
a Dishonorable Discharge from the Navy.

Priest was not totally dismayed at the possibility, now quite real of being incarcerated for the 
better part of his young life in some Devil's Island nightmare that was now being conjured up for 
him. No, Priest was undismayed, not because he held firm faith in the publicity efforts of his 
supporters and the brave public officials who spoke out against the ridiculousness of the charges, 
and the mean, nasty vindictiveness of those pressing the charges; but on the sheer weight of the 
charges, Priest knew that even the Navy, historically the most stupid and insensitive of all the 
services, could not; nay would not punish the soft-spoken, lanky anti-war sailor so severely that 
its own image would be tarnished.

Priest had the feeling that the Navy Brass could become very sensitive when the gold braid that 
was lavished on themselves as a reward for showing the flag of American economic opportunity 
abroad showed signs of being tarnishable. The young sailor also knew that the Navy knew that gold 
braid tarnishes fastest in the rapid oxidation process of unfavorable press publicity. Stars, gold 
braid; yes, and even advancement and choice duty spots depended upon how one was held in the 
public eye and most importantly, the eye of one's immediate superior.

To the utter amazement of Pentagon officialdom, the Priest Intelligence Agency (PIA) in a daring 
caper managed to find out that the Navy had to pay its "dues" in the Priest case to that member 
of Congress who pulls the purse strings for things the Navy wants. The Navy fell all over them 
selves in drawing up charges against Priest--after all, they had to protect that bourbon and branch- 
water philosophy of "You scratch my back and I'll scratch.yours. "
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So Priest did do battle with the "Better dead than red" tried and true blue Amerikan Patriots 
that one sees running amok in the Pentagon and Congressional maze. Now he will have to pay his 
dues. For he chose to demand that an injust inhuman system recognize its injustice and inhumanity 
before it was too late. By pointing out that not only does the Emperor have on no clothes; but that 
the Emperor does not even deserve clothes that are taken off the backs of the poor and oppressed 
he will be sent to jail and made to suffer for what others chose not to recognize. A martyr, perhaps? 
No. The cloak of martyrdom does not seem to fit. A scapegoat then? Closer to what is really 
happening. At the very least someone to punish for the false dreams of conquest and glory now 
dashed forever in far-off Vietnam jungle mud. .

To not have expected it to turn out this way was sheer folly. To half-expected it was naive. And 
to have fully expected it was insanity. How else can it be? The leaders of America call themselves 
"sane"; the opposition to such leadership then must be "insane."

"You will reach the point where you 
will realize that it takes power to talk 
to power, it takes power to make power 
respect you and it takes madness to deal 
with a power structure that is so corrupt, 
so corrupt."

--Malcolm X

With newspapers, there is some 
times disorder; without them, 
there is always slavery."

...Benjamin Constant
19tk Century French painter

'Who is on my side? Who?" 

--II. Kings 9:32

SEND MONEY
as much as 
you can get $1

MINIMUM

Yes folks. OM needs money to keep operating. 
There are a lot of you out there that can spare 
a buck here or there to keep OM free to GI's. 
Won't you help? Send all contributions to: OM, 
c/o LINK, 1029 Vermont Avenue NW, Room 200 
Washington, D. C. 20005.

Thanks to Herblock, 
The Washington Post

"Silence Roger Priest and stop that damn 
OM. You hear, boy?"



CHARGE SHEET
PRIEST, Roger Lee, B-72-69-03

Naval Station
Washington, District of Columbia 

United States Navy

Charge t Violation of the" Uniform Code of Military Justice, Article 82

Specification 1: In that Roger Lee PRIEST, journalist seaman apprentice, United States
Navy, did, at Washington, District of Columbia, on or about 1 May 1969 

solicit members of the military and naval forces of the United States to desert in 
violation of Article 85 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice through statements in a 
pamphlet entitled "OM The Serviceman's Newsletter," to wit:

"BE FREE GO CANADA -- Deserters from the U.S. military can still find refuge 
in Canada contrary to recent misleading reports in the Establishment press.

The Montreal-based American Deserters Committee (ADC) reports James Gross of 
the Canadian Immigration Department as saying, "There's no legislation which 
would permit us to refuse landed immigrant status on that basis (of being a 
deserter) alone. " Gross denied that deserters were banned from Canada and 
stated that they could not be deported to the U.S.

, The ADC suggests that servicemen seeking to escape the military enter Canada as a 
visitor, while on leave if possible and use other than military identification papers, 
e.g. birth certificates, drivers license. Application for permanent legal status as a 
landed immigrant should be made after entry and in connection with one of the 
following groups working with deserters:

MONTREAL: American Deserters Committee 
P. O. Box 611 Station H
Montreal 25, Quebec

 

TORONTO: Toronto Anti-Draft Programme
P. O. Box 764 Adelside St. Station 
Toronto 25, Ontario

VANCOUVER: Vancouver Committee to Aid War Objectors 
P. O. Box 4231 
Vancouver 9, British Columbia .

Specification 2: In that Roger Lee PRIEST, journalist seaman apprentice, United States
Navy, did, at Washington, District of Columbia, on or about 1 June 1969 

solicit members of the military and naval forces of the United States to commit sedition 
in violation of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, Article 94, through statements in a 
pamphlet entitled "OM The Liberation Newsletter," to wit:

"TODAY'S PIGS ARE TOMORROW'S BACON"



"WE MUST STOP THE CAPITALIST CORPORATE POWER STRUCTURE FROM KILLING 
US, TAXING US, DIVIDING US AND RULING US. WHY DO WE HAVE CAPITALISM, 
IMPERIALISM AND AN ECONOMY BASED ON MILITARISM? THE TIME HAS COME 
TO FAIL THE SYSTEM. IT ONLY USES US TO PERPETUATE ITSELF. TO SERVE THE 
SYSTEM IS TREASON. SMASH THE STATE. POWER TO THE PEOPLE."

"WE WILL STOP AT NOTHING TO STOP THE VIETNAM WAR, AND POWER ARRANGE 
MENTS THAT MADE IT POSSIBLE. WE TAKE THAT "NOTHING" SERIOUSLY. "

"DESTROY THAT SACRED COW OF CAPITALISM -- PROPERTY. " 

"BOMB AMERICA. MAKE COCA-COLA SOMEPLACE ELSE. " 

"OUR GOAL IS LIBERATION...BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY."

"SHOOT A PIG::"

Mine eyes have 
the coming of* • •

"Ah, but some time later 
When I feel a little safer 
We'll assainate (sic) the President 
And take over the government 
And then we're going to fry them.'

"FREE US NOW 
GUNS BABY GUNS I"

-- Phil Ochs

"Don't just stand there help in the liberation of 
this country from those power pigs that have their 
hands in our pockets and around our throats. If 
you would like to help write to: Roger Priest, U. S. Navy

P.O. Box 1033 
Washington, D. C. 20013"

Charge IL Violation of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, Article 134

Specification 1: In that Roger Lee PRIEST, journalist seaman apprentice, United States Navy,
did, at Washington, District of Columbia, on or about 1 April 1969 with 

intent to interfere with, impair and influence the loyalty, morale, and discipline of the 
military and naval forces of the United States did cause to be printed and distributed a 
pamphlet entitled "OM,1 April 1969, The Serviceman's Newsletter," which said pamphlet 
contained statements advising and urging insubordination, disloyalty and the refusal of duty 
by members of the military and naval forces of the United States.



Specification 2: In that Roger Lee PRIEST, journalist seaman apprentice, United States Navy,
did, at Washington, District of Columbia, on or about 1 May 1969 with 

intent to interfere with, impair and influence the loyalty, morale, and discipline of the 
military and naval forces of the United States did cause to be printed and distributed a 
pamphlet entitled "OM, 1 May 1969, The Serviceman's Newsletter," which said pamphlet 
contained statements advising and urging insubordination, disloyalty and the refusal of duty 
by members of the military and naval forces of the United States.

Specification 3: In that Roger Lee PRIEST, journalist seaman apprentice, United States Navy,
did, at Washington, District of Columbia, on or about 1 June 1969 with 

intent to interfere with, impair and influence the loyalty, morale, and discipline of the 
military and naval forces of the United States did cause to be printed and distributed a 
pamphlet entitled "OM The Liberation Newsletter," which said pamphlet contained statements 
advising and urging insubordination, disloyalty and the refusal of duty by members of the 
military and naval forces of the United States.

Specification 4: In that Roger Lee PRIEST, journalist seaman apprentice, United States Navy,
did, at Washington, District of Columbia, on or about 1 April 1969 with 

design to promote disloyalty and disaffection among members of the Armed Forces of the 
United States cause to be printed and distributed a pamphlet entitled "OM The Serviceman's 
Newsletter," which said pamphlet contained statements disloyal to the United States.

Specification 5: In that Roger Lee PRIEST, journalist seaman apprentice, United States Navy,
did, at Washington, District of Columbia, on or about 1 May 1969 with 

design to promote disloyalty and disaffection among members of the Armed Forces of the 
United States cause to be printed and distributed a pamphlet entitled "OM The Serviceman's 
Newsletter," which said pamphlet contained statements disloyal to the United States.

Specification 6: In that Roger Lee PRIEST, journalist seaman apprentice, United States Navy,
did, at Washington, District of Columbia, on or about 1 June 1969 with 

design to promote disloyalty and disaffection among members of the Armed Forces of the 
United States cause to be printed and distributed a pamphlet entitled "OM The Liberation 
Newsletter," which said pamphlet contained statements disloyal to the United States.

"CONGRESS SHALL MAKE NO LAW... 
ABRIDGING THE FREEDOM OF SPEECH, 
OR OF THE PRESS; OR THE RIGHT OF 
THE PEOPLE PEACEABLY TO ASSEMBLE, 
AND TO PETITION THE GOVERNMENT 
FOR REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES. "

--The First Amendment, U. S. Constitution



On Military Injustice
By David Tomasi

It seems at times that the only segment of the Constitution applicable to those in the military 
is the income-tax amendment. The full protection of the First Amendment (free speech), Fourth 
Amendment (search and seizure), Fifth Amendment (due process), Eighth Amendment (cruel and 
unusual punishment) and 13th Amendment (involuntary servitude) are denied you as soon as you 
enter the Service.

The First Amendment is side-stepped by declaring any verbal utterance offensive to the brass 
as "conduct detrimental to good order and discipline. " The Fourth Amendment is violated constant 
ly by unreasonable searches and seizures at the whim of local officers. The Fifth Amendment is 
mocked by the simple fact that in a court-martial, judge, jury, prosecutor and often defense 
counsel are chosen by the officer who originally pressed charges, thus making due process and 
fair trial impossible. The Eighth Amendment is flouted by excessive sentences that would not 
be tolerated for civilian criminals in any state of the Union. And the 13th Amendment, of course, 
is utterly abolished by the involuntary servitude of the Selective Service System itself.

"MILITARY JUSTICE IS TO JUSTICE WHAT 
MILITARY MUSIC IS TO MUSIC."

$'*•

- - Clemenceau

"A court-martial is not yet an independent instrument of 
justice but remains to a significant degree a specialized 
part of the overall mechanism by which military discipline 
is preserved... Article 134... punishes as a crime 'all 
disorders and neglects to the prejudice of good order and 
discipline in the armed forces.' Does this satisfy the 
standards of vagueness as developed by the civil courts... 1 
A civilian trial, in other words, is held in an atmosphere 
conducive to the protection of individual rights, while the 
military trial is marked by the age-old manifest destiny of 
retributive justice... As recently stated... None of the 
travesties of justice perpetuated under the UCMJ is really 
very surprising, for military law has always been and 
continues to be primarily an instrument of discipline, 
not justice."

 Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas in 
O'Callahan v. Parker

O

THOUGHTS OF AN AWOL GI

earth shakes, universe smiles at 
vibrations of fast-fading empire

gasping.
Black babies of malnutrition dying 
pig politicians for law V order

crying; 
government run on paranoid energy,

Thought Police 
want to know: are you now or have you

ever been a commie? 
general seeking another star spawns

on a blood-nourished hill 
the future liberators of amerika. 
fascism? "it can't happen here" say 
white superliberals as they tap Black

saints' phones, 
tortured visions of future fester in

my head 
rockefeller's army marching on

peru; 
harlem streets enflamed by sheets of

napalm 
stockade is ugly--Sweden like a

siren beckons
but i cannot desert my brothers 
we must struggle on. 
for the proof is in the Viet Cong

pudding: 
The People shall surely triumphJ

Greg Laxer
Written in celebration of his second
refusal to go to Vietnam.



JOIN THE GI'sUNION
To Break Down the Bars

Hie American Servicemen's Union is a joining together of rank and 
file servicemen to gain their rights.

It recognizes that the services are run by a military dictatorship 
which violates the rights of every servicemen everyday.

"Attention!"... "Right face!"... "Forward march!"... "Say •sif' 
when you're talking to an officer! 1' are merely every day humiliations to 
prepare you to be a willing robot, to do the dirty work, to die if the 
boss-man says so, so that the boss-man can go on giving unjust orders.

Your fellow GIs are founding this union.They are no longer willing to 
be slaves of this dictatorship. But they know that individual resistance 
alone, while it can inspire others, is not enough. Hie Brass, who have 
usurped illegal, un-Constitutional and completely unjust power 
over you and millions of others, is able to control you precisely because 
they are organized into a machine that can grind individuals up. And rank 
filers must organize their own power into a stronger machine.

It may seem now an impossible thing --that nothing could unite all 
the guys so that you can act together against the power of the Brass. 

But it can be done -- and WILL.be done!

THAr S m\l ORGANIZATION IS ALL ABOUT. JOIN TODAY!

To Andy Stapp, Chairman, Provisional Organizing Oomnittee of the 
American Servicemen's Union, c/o Die Bond Room538, 156 Fifth Ave., 
New York 10010.

I am a rank and file enlisted man.
I hereby declare that I support the American Servicemen's Union and 

enclose one dollar to register myself as a member. As a union member I 
agree to support other union members in our effort to gain our rights. 
As a union member I will receive a copy of The GIs Handbook on Military 
Injustice and any other advice and instruction issued by central union 
organizers. I will also contact the union center for advice in case of 
emergency and keep the center informed in order to aid other unio* 
members.

military address 

home address

ETS.

UNION DEMANDS

1. An end to saluting and sir-ing 
of officers -- let's get off our 
knees

2. Election of officers by vote of 
the men

3. Racial equality

1. Rank and filers control of 
court-martial boards

5. Federal minimum wages

6. The right of free political 
association

7. The right to disobey illegal or 
ders -- like orders to go and fight 
in an illegal war in Vietnam.

8.. The right of collective bargain 
ing.

."Constitutional rights? I'll de- 
decide who's got Constitutional . 
rights on this base!"



WIZARD OF tO Portu and Hart

*"'1 /rrts A
PEACE 

'tMUvfc \( DEMONSTRATORS

TH1NI*- WORK FOR PEACE

OCTOBER 15

Cartoon from The Washington Evening Star

National Fall Offensive Calendar

Oct. 8-11 SDS actions in Chicago around the theme "Bring the War Home. "
Oct. 15 Vietnam Moratorium --an effort led by students who were active in the Kennedy-McCarthy

campaigns to "Stop business as usual" for one day to engage community education against
the Vietnam war. The Moratorium will be extended two days in November if the war is
not ended. 

Oct. 25 New Mobilization Committee sponsored actions in Chicago in support of eight anti-war
leaders indicted for "Conspiracy" and calling for an end to the war in Vietnam. A guerilla
theater march down State Street, a tribunal dealing with political repression and a rock
concert are planned. 

Nov. 4 PENTAGON TO COURT-MARTIAL FIRST AMENDMENT in the case of U. S. v. Priest at
the Washington Navy Yard, Bldg. 200. ., 

Nov. 8-15 A week of local activity around the war and U. S. imperialism, to build ongoing local
organizations and to help mobilize for November 15 in Washington and San Francisco. The
goal is to plan activity appealing to a wide variety of constituencies and political styles. 

Nov. 13-14 Possible dates for November Vietnam Moratorium. 
Nov. 14 Student Strike -- called by Student Mobilization Committee. 
Nov. 14-15 Memorial Death March in Washington, D. C. A single file solemn procession of Americans

equivalent to the number killed in Vietnam walking from Arlington National Cemetery past
the White House to the Capitol.

Nov. 15 Mass march and Rally in Washington, D. C. and San Francisco. 
Nov. 16 Continuing actions. ,

Subversive literature
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they 

are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, that among these are life, 
liberty and the pursuit of happiness."

The above portion of the American Declaration of Independence without being 
identified as such-was recently read to 252 U.S. GIs at a base in West Germany in an 
experiment conducted by the University of Maryland, The GIs were asked to sign the 
statement if they agreed.

The result: 73% refused to sign because they Jjo«f*tt jt wjssubversive.
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VICTORY
Bullet has muzzle velocity, so great,
1235 feet per second
and 1.2 seconds later it meets Steel Helmet
who held up as well he might Bullet
but Bullet's force was great and he
was melting and vaporizing and
spritzing out tiny blobs of lead
as Helmet gave in
inward bulged the steel and
on rushed Bullet 1.204 seconds
after leaving Muzzle -
jagged edges behind him he met
Hair who held him up nowise
in his Journey
Skin gave way to mushroomed Bullet and
Bones deformed at his will
671 feet a second he went as he tore
vessels too surprised to bleed
then Bullet nosed through soft gray-white stuff
hardly hard as butter
First he cut through the memory of Mom
then a small gray dog
through a first car, a wreck but what the hell
it ran
through a huge area of scraped knees and
pulled pigtails then
a little bit of fear -- about this
about that
about bullets
then through a first kiss and the warm soft
skin of a girl and
plans for a boat -- someday
and tears --
of acrid wine first tasted --
the rememberance of raucous birds calling in
the soft gray dawns of winter
of food cooking warm and pungent --
of sex and school and sandwiches and sorrows
then he was through that map of life and out
the otherside easy as punch
flicking Helmet's edge
continuing on
erratic now partly flattened
going 662 feet per second
slowing down until 853 feet on he
rests himself in a palm tree
sitting there warmly --
duty done --
to map Hell where Paradise had been.

Ronald J. Willis

Who is the slayer,
who the 

victim? Speak. "

--Sophocles

payment"
One Year (l|f|| 

Two Years

H



To Be A Soldier
By Jack London, International Socialist Review, 
October, 1913

Young men: The lowest aim in your life is to become a soldier. The good soldier never tries 
to distinguish right from wrong. He never thinks; never reasons; he only obeys.

If he is ordered to fire on his fellow citizens, on his friends, on his neighbors, and on his 
relatives, he obeys without hesitation. If he is ordered to fire down a crowded street when the 
poor are clamoring for bread, he obeys and sees the gray hairs of age stained with red and the 
life tide gushing from the breasts of women, feeling neither remorse nor sympathy. If he is 
ordered off as firing squad to execute a hero or benefactor, he fires without hesitation, though 
he knows the bullet will pierce the noblest heart that ever beat in human breast.

A good soldier is a blind, heartless, soulless, murderous machine. He is not a man. He 
is not a brute, for brutes only kill in self defense. All that is human in him, all that is devine 
in him, all that constitutes the man has been sworn away when he took the enlistment roll. His 
mind, his conscience, aye, his very soul are in keeping of his officer.

No man can fall lower than a soldier--it is a depth beneath which we cannot go. Keep the 
boys out of the army. It is hell. Down with the army and navy. We don't need killing institu 
tions. We need life-giving institutions.

U.S. Commander Draws 
Collision Reprimand
SUBIC BAY, Philippines 

 -Cmdr. Albert S. McLe- 
more was reprimanded by 
a Navy court-martial yester 
day for negligence while he 
was commanding officer of 
a U.S. destroyer that col 
lided with an Australian car<- 
rier in June killing 74 Amer 
icans.

The reprimand was the 
lightest possible sentence 
that could be given to the 
captain of the destroyer 
Frank E. Evans. But Navy 
officers believe the outcome 
of the court-martial will se> CMDR A g McLEMORE 
verely damage McLemorfcs ... gets attest sentence 
chances for promotion aftd 
another command. ' "

The sentence was ptpi But Roger Priest did not 
nounced ^on the 20th anng ]dll anybody; and yet ne 
versary of M'>TJemore*S Nlsgr 3 -1 } 
career. faces 39 years in prison.

n>

P 
en

CJS3

OUR MEN ARE DYING IN VAIN. 
BRING THEM HOME NOW-ALIVE!
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RATS.. .
"... man's social organization is very similar to that of rats, and social and peaceful beings 
within their clans, but veritable devils toward all fellow members of their species not belonging 
to their own community. If a Martian naturalist knew of the explosive rise in human populations, 
the ever-increasing destructiveness of weapons, and division of mankind into a few political camps, 
he would not expect the future of humanity to be more rosy than that of several hostile clans of 
rats on a ship almost devoid of food. And this prognosis would be even optimistic, for in the 
case of rats, reproduction stops automatically when a certain state-of over-crowding is reached, 
while man has yet no workable system for preventing the so-called population explosion. 
Furthermore, in the case of rats, it is likely that after the wholesale slaughter enough individuals 
would be left over to propogate the species. In the case of man, this would not be so certain 
after the use of the hydrogen bomb. "

--Konrad Lorenz, On Aggression

WORLD A-STOCKPILE'S 
LETHAL POWER STATED 

Reuters
MADRAS, India--The world's 

nuclear armament stockpile is 
about 320, 000 megatons-the 
equivalent of 100 tons of TNT 
for every living man, woman 
and child, according to a lead 
ing Indian defense scientist.

The stockpile was enough to 
kill all the peoples of the world 
several times over, Dr. S. 
Bhagavantam told a conference 
of technologists here.

FIGHT BACK 
FOR FREEDOM:

support OM.

"We don't want you to die-er, quickly'

WHAT WE'RE FIGHTING FOR

We are told that we are fighting in Vietnam against communist aggression. We are constantly 
warned that if we don't stop Communism in Vietnam, then a giant 10, 000 mile high slant-eyed 
domino will fall on California and cause America to collapse and sink forever into the oceans of 
history. Our leaders patiently explain to us that if we don't allow 10, 000 Americans to be killed 
each year for the next five or ten years in order to prop up the Duo Dictators (Thieu and Ky) in 
Saigon, then we will quickly lose our freedoms and rights (except for the ones Mayor Daley al 
ready took) to the Big Red Tide of the International Communist Conspiracy and its brother the 
Yellow Hordes of Genghis Mao and Kubla Ho.

--from Head On (Camp Lejeune)
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The Green Weenie Award
This issue the GREEN WEENIE AWARD is awarded to the Naval Investigative Services Office 

(ONI), Washington Navy Yard, Washington, D. C., and to the 25f agents assigned to gather 
information, interrogate, follow and harass Journalist Seaman Apprentice Roger Priest for the 
past several months. Doing their jobs in the most diligent manner they knew how; ONI left 
no stone unturned or garbage can unmolested, nor did they mind to stoop to entrapment in trying 
to deny the constitutional rights of free speech and free press to Seaman Roger Priest.

If the Navy is really the guardian of apple pie and democracy, why is it the Brass is so afraid 
of a Seaman Apprentice voicing his opinions? The highest form of political attainment in a 
society is "democracy. " Roger Priest believes in democracy. How come the Navy doesn't? 
How come does the Navy have agents go through garbage of a serviceman living off-base in 
commercial housing? What were they after? Roger Priest was not trying to hide anything. In 
fact, he was one of the few servicemen to put out a GI newspaper and to sign his name. Roger 
knew that what he was doing was legal and was protected by the First Amendment to the Constitution. 
But it seems that the forces of repression can disregard the law and the Constitutional guarantees 
of free speech and free press; if it happens to disagree with that speech.

GI's should beware of attempts to silence free speech and free press. Do Not Be Intimidated^ 
For every GI editor "silenced" 10 others will take over and join the fray. A movement if its time 
has come will mushroom in the face of repression. Our time has come. WE ARE THE WAVE 
OF THE FUTURE.

THE MEANING OF "OM"
To anyone who has practised meditation or Yoga; the word MANTRA is familiar as a word of 

power concentrated upon in meditation. The most important word of power in the Hindu scriptures 
is the word OM, Which pronounced AUMmeans 'God', 'All 1 , 'Being', "The answer'. Thought 
or intentness on it's meaning will cause the exclusion of all other thoughts, ultimately bringing 
about the state of mind to which meditation aspires.

Between the eyes and ears there lie, 
The sounds of colour 
And the light of a sigh.

With thoughts of within 
To exclude without 
The ghost of a chord 
Will expel all doubt.

And to name this chord 
Is important to some 
So they give it a word 
And the word is 'OM 1 .

AD RATES

1/8 page. ....$10 
1/4 page. ....$20 
1/2 page..... $40 
full page..... $75
Circulation 10,000 
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Generals Denounce Vietnam War!

"Nevertheless, and regardless of whether United States 
aggression in Vietnam is finally recorded by our historians 
... this brutal, disgraceful and utterly indefensible war 
against u gallant peasant people, fighting only for their freedom 
and independence from the world's largest and most aggressive 
imperial power, will be remembered for a thousand years by 
millions of the rest of the world as one of the basest, most 
cowardly deeds of all times."

 Gen. Hugh B. Hester^

"I see no strategic or other 
reason for maintaining a 
base in Vietnam... Our anti- 
Communist adventures bring 
us no return, while social 
programs suffer at home and 
twenty million of our citizens 
are in such despair that there 
is rioting in the streets. " 
--Rear Admiral Arnold 

E. True

The generals and admirals quoted on this page have spoken out'at one time or another 
against the war in Vietnam. They are subject to the same provisions of the Uniform Code 
of Military Justice (UCMJ) as Seaman Roger Priest. Yet he is being tried by General Court- 
Martial November 4 for saying the same thing as they did. WHY? Write your Congressman 
today and demand to know why some are more equal than others.

"With no clear-cut limit to our 
immediate military objective, 
and no precise and pragmatic 
definition of our Immediate and 
long-range political objectives, 
we commit ourselves to an up 
ward spi ruling course that may 
approach annihilation.
 -General Matthew B. Ridgway

"I agree with U Thant that this 
is a war of national independence, 
not a case of Communist 
aggression... I think we ought to 
get out the way we went in - 
unilaterally."
 Brigadier General Hugh. 
B. Hester

"I think we should go back to 
the 1954 Geneva agreements 
and hold free elections in 
Vietnam. I have no doubt they 
would go Communist, but our 
own political morality demands 
that we abide by the results of 
free elections."
 Brigadier General William 
Wallace Ford

"I want to tell you, I don't think 
the whole of South Asia, as related 
to the present and future safety and 
freedom of the people of this 
country, is worth the life or limb 
of a single American." 
--General David M. Shoup, former 
Commandant of the U. S. Marine 
Corps

"I recommend that we bring 
hostilities in Vietnam to an end 
as quickly as we can, that we 
devote those vast expenditures 
of our national resources to 
dealing with our domestic 
problems..."
  Lieutenant General James 
M. Gavin

IN THE TIMES (LOHDON)

wi^;geopie with napalm ',-

"Those who oppose the war have as much right 
to freedom of press and speech as those who 
support it." ,
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CRIMEis i

Does anybody gJve a darnn 
about Roger Priest?

Senator Charles E. Goodell does. In a statement issued September 5th, 
the New York Senator scored the Navy's decision to proceed with a 
General Court-Martial. Goodell said, in part: "Given the fact that 
free expression of opinion is basic to our system, it seems especially 
inappropriate that Seaman Priest should be facing such serious charges 
for acting in a way which is protected by the Constitution of the United 
States. " "When Roger Priest enlisted in the Navy," said the Senator, 
"he accepted certain well-defined responsibilities as a soldier. He did 
not, however, forfeit his Constitutional rights as a citizen of the United 
States. "

Peter, Paul and Mary are concerned about Roger Priest. In fact, the 
folksinging trio say very clearly that they are "terribly worried" about 
Roger. In their current concerts they are dedicating a song to him

called "The Great Mandella. " It tells the story of a young man who goes to prison because 
he would not accept his father's advice and "shut up and do his job like a man. " "WIN OR 
LOSE NOW - YOU MUST CHOSE NOW - AND IF YOU LOSE, YOU'RE ONLY LOSING YOUR 
LIFE," sing the trio.

Parents of men killed in Vietnam are protesting the charges against Roger Priest. Mr. Gail 
L. Olson of Russell, Pennsylvania wrote this to the Secretary of the Navy: "Mr. Priest has 
an unusual style of expression saturated with much tabasco but nevertheless ringing out the 
truth loud and clear for all to hear and consider. " ". . . Mrs. Olson and I lost a wonderful 
son, Sgt. Bill Olson, twenty-one years old, in Vietnam on January 15th of this year. He 
died trying to capture a grass hut in a nameless jungle village. The untold grief and 
frustration of all of us over this illegal, immoral, completely insane military stupidity 
prompts me to write and express the contempt of all the American people. "

Citizens around the country are angered at the Navy's response to dissent in the ranks. They 
are writing their Congressmen and Senators. They are sending letters to the editors of their 
local papers. Some are sending contributions to help pay for legal defense and publicity 
being provided by The Serviceman's LINK To Peace.

IF YOU GIVE A DAMN ABOUT ROGER PRIEST, FILL OUT AND MAIL THE COUPON BELOW

__Vin._3r_lose.now___ __ _ ____ __ ____ _____ ____ _ __ _ .-_-____
To: The Serviceman's LINK To Peace, 1029 Vermont Avenue, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20005

AREA CODE 202-638-4126
__ I give a damn about Roger Priest and have written my Congressman and Senators to say so. 
__ I sent a copy of my letter to John Chafee, Secretary of the Navy, The Pentagon, Wash. , DC 
___ Another copy is enclosed for your records. 
__ I want to help organize support for Roger in my area. Tell me how

else I can help. 
__ Enclosed is a contribution of $ ____ to help pay defense costs and to

provide publicity for Roger's case.
Please send me _____ copies of this issue of "OM" to distribute.

NAME (Please Print) NUMBER STREET

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

OM POSTAOI
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